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Ministers of the Gospel know and realize that there are many forms of ministry found within 

the four walls of the church as well as outbound in our communities.  Fast-paced and ever-

changing trends in various ministry settings have broadened many leaders’ horizons with 

attempts to keep up with the latest-and-greatest. Outwardly, many ministers worldwide see an 

increased need to seek new forms of church programming, networking opportunities, and 

digital technologies.  Bi-vocational ministry is on the increase, with many facing challenges for 

balance of life, vocation, and family. These scenarios are compounded as ministers strive to 

work effectively among today’s cultural worldview.  This brings to light a need to pay close 

attention to an inward focus that empowers an outward balance toward sustainability, 

resiliency, and endurance for the long haul in ministry. 

Thom S. Rainer, President of LifeWay Christian Resources in an article from Ministry Today noted 

various trends, cultures, and challenges affecting the American church today.  He noted from 

the December 2015 issue, “In many ways, I see 2016 as a pivotal year for thousands of 

congregations. Unfortunately, many church leaders and church members will elect not to 

change anything.”  Just recently in 2017, The Barna Group reported on vital research in their 

book entitled, “The State of Pastors.” Research showed that many need to connect with one 

another and their communities.  Released statistics showed that one-in-nine pastors self-report 

as being at high risk to burnout; only one-in-five have excellent or good satisfaction with having 

true friends; and seven-of-ten of these high-risk ministers meet less than once a month with 

peers or a mentor.  Turning the corner on 2017, I continue to ask the question to many in 

collaboration, “At what cost will it take for you to commit to a serious focus upon your inward 

health and well-being which grounds one firmly toward onward success and vitality in ministry?   

For me, I am no stranger to change. Yet unfortunately I had to learn the hard way whereby 

burnout almost cost me my ministry.  With authenticity and transparency, I was the classic go-

getter in ministry. I was always ready, willing, and able to initiate and tackle tall buildings at a 

single bound. At the time, spiritually, I struggled as being the classic Martha, gifted in many 

areas, but missing the better thing (Luke 10:38-42). Early on as a ministry rookie, my skewed 

 



and blinded sense of outward doing corrupted my inward focus with God.  As time went on, 

ministry struggles, scars, and war-wounds stacked up.  

Fortunately for me, God led me through a genuine and honest assessment of self and how my 

vitality and endurance rested truly upon Him.  Through a greater revelation in practicing the 

spiritual disciplines as outlined in Scripture, I gained a deeper value of myself in Christ with the 

newfound knowledge, wisdom, and strength that turned my life and ministry around.  There is 

no lack of understanding in knowing that leaders spend endless hours meeting the needs of 

others.  Many sacrifice self as they continue to strive to be present, responsive, informed, and 

effective.  So, other than taking breaks from the Lord’s work, how can we as leaders prevent 

burnout?  How can those of us who care for others best care for ourselves?   

Self-care and spiritual discipline are no strangers.  Like receiving a prescription from the 

physician, self-care for leaders is the balm that can aid ministers to best meet their own personal 

and ever-changing stress levels that can enhance emotional, physical, and spiritually-driven 

need.  The spiritual disciplines date back to ancient practices laid out by the early church for 

endurance.  They are ways for us to power up through encounters with God as we seek 

transformation of self through Him. 

Looking back, taking that serious moment to just pause for an honest and strategic assessment 

of myself in Christ was a ministry milestone worth noting.  So, I ask – When was the last time 

you paused for your authentic and transparent assessment of self?  Have the many ministry, 

life, and family “to do’s” compromised the need to just “be” in Him?   My pause ultimately led 

me to the understanding that while I was an effective and relevant pastor, mother, co-worker, 

and colleague, there was some stuff rising up in me that I just needed to get a handle on.   

Signs of burnout can present in various ways.  Physically, stress symptoms could include 

headaches, elevated blood pressure, back, neck, and shoulder pain to name a few. Cognitively, 

one can experience heightened or lowered alertness, memory problems, and even being overly 

critical or active in the blaming of others.  Emotional abandonment, agitation, or anxiety can 

occur with behavioral issues including an inability to relax or rest with active withdrawal or anti-

social acts potentially occurring.  Spiritually dangerous symptoms could include being directly 

angry with God, experiencing imposed gratefulness, or actively seeking a renewed search for 

meaning (Naomi Paget, Stress in the Workplace, Marketplace Samaritans, Inc., 2000).  

Fortunately, Scripture provides many reminders of how God desires for us to draw closer to 

Him, by seeking His presence, and gaining His wisdom and wholeness as we rest in His promises.  

I found great value in my humbly identifying that it was okay for me to be weak, acknowledging 

that I am not super-human.   



As I drew closer to Him, I found I also discovered ways to steward taking better care of myself. 

Care ministry can truly be a rewarding and fruitful experience if one does not forego the 

attention required to various elements that may arise for those who consistently expose 

themselves to crisis and suffering. Prolonged and unchecked exposure to diverse stressors 

which may be found in compassion or care ministries may lead to compassion fatigue – which 

is defined as the residue of emotional energy or strain of exposure from working with those 

suffering from the consequences from traumatic events (Definition: The American Stress 

Institute).  Discovering ways to strategically let go of work, gain a sense of self-care achievement, 

acquire adequate rest and relaxation, and effectively practice daily stress reduction can help.  

So, my question posed here for ministers would be “What have you found effective during and 

after the care experience to help you with compassion stress? 

Uniquely and simultaneous, God strategically placed my ministry amidst various secular settings 

(hospital, first-response, fire, police and emergency management), whereby I gained the bird’s 

eye view of how these leading professions implored their leaders to focus upon health, wellness 

and sustainability.  I quickly observed that other leading professions placed a very high regard 

on the well-being and post-care of their valiant warriors.  Likewise, so should we.  There, I quickly 

observed that similarly the role of ministers is in fact a first-response calling.  Like doctors or 

other medical professionals (who meet to collaborate via the renowned medical Schwartz 

Rounds forums), we too deal with healing, wholeness, and wellness to soul and body, but also 

to the Spirit dynamic of humanity.  Like First Responders, Police, Fire, and EMTs (who meet in 

peer-to-peer support groups post critical incident), we too as clergy are the first line of defense 

to those we serve, even going well beyond the call of duty during our regular office times.  But 

at the most basic of levels, I celebrate the fact that we are neighbors one to another. We share 

a responsibility and stewardship for self and others, honoring the fact that we share our 

existence, our vocation, and our world together. 

For me, the relevant and relational collaboration I observed and witnessed in these professions 

played out for me through my John 17:23 group forum.  This proved to be an inspiring and life-

changing experience for me.   The John 17:23 group unites ministry leaders who together share 

in best practices and leading-edge ministry enrichment.  Groups are strategic, intentional, and 

confidential, safe spaces for like-minded leaders.  They provide a focused time upon Scripture, 

personalized prayer, support, and they are a consistent and committed forum to share in 

ministry joys and challenges. I was refueled and revitalized in a way where I realized the benefit 

of being better leaders, together, as no one ever needs to walk the journey alone.    

The pulse of change within our greater church culture starts first with ourselves as leaders. 

Today, I urge you to action – To take a pause for an authentic and transparent inventory of self 



with an inner assessment designed to provide you with the forward-thinking stewardship that 

will sustain your mission.  We know the mission remains for us to always love God and people 

via the vein of care and compassion regardless of time, location, culture or trend.  But amidst 

life’s challenges and the balancing act, how can we better care for ourselves? Can today’s 

effective minister withstand the odds of ministry burnout and all that life throws at us?  Do we 

as ministers and leaders value ourselves enough to take our own healthy dose of our own loving 

and compassionate medicine?  I say yes! We can!   

Don’t wait! If you happen to be a pastor or leader who has been thinking of exploring what a 

John 17:23 group might hold for you, wait no longer.  Call our offices today or plan to visit our 

website at www.barnabasministriesinc.com to connect to a John 17:23 group near you.  Invest 

in your call, your vocation, your future, and your sustainability of self in ways that empower 

resiliency in ministry.  I am believing that you can turn the tables on ministerial stressors toward 

mastery in being built to last. 
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